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Cybercriminals often register many pornographic or gambling domains (known as abusive domains) with similar character
compositions in bulk to reduce their investment in buying domains and make it easier for clients to remember and spread
them. Therefore, this study combines the ideas of text similarity and text generation and proposes an abusive domain
generation model based on GRU for rapidly generating new abusive domain names from known ones. Additionally, we
develop a two-layer detection system for pornography and gambling domains using fastText and CNN models to obtain an
abusive domain dataset for model training and validation. In the end, our detection system identifies pornographic and
gambling domains with 99% precision while balancing correctness and speed. By inputting 40,000 random keywords into the
abusive domain generation model, we obtained 130,220 online domains that served web pages, of which about 66% were
pornographic or gambling domains. The results show that by exploiting cybercriminals’ behaviors in registering abusive
domain names, such as bulk registration of similar domain names, we can prospectively acquire a large number of new abusive
domains based on known ones. This study demonstrates that predicting new abusive domains not only expands the domain
blacklist but also allows researchers to target the generated suspicious domains and dispose of them in time before they show
abusive behavior.

1. Introduction

Cybercriminals are establishing more and more porno-
graphic and gambling domains (or websites, collectively
referred to as abusive domain names) in pursuit of profit.
At the same time, with the growth of the Internet and social
media, people are increasingly exposed to these abusive
domain names, either intentionally or unintentionally,
including children and minors. Pornographic videos and
images hurt the physical and mental health of minors. Many
gambling sites are fraudulent sites that cheat people out of
their money [1]. At the same time, the current state of the
global epidemic of COVID-19 has led to an even more ram-

pant spread of pornographic and gambling domains on the
Internet [2–7]. Therefore, the sooner governments, security
institutions, and Internet entities can discover, block, and
handle these pornographic and gambling domains, the more
they can mitigate the harm caused by these domains [8].
Therefore, from a technical perspective, the first significant
challenge for each Internet entity is how to quickly, accu-
rately, and early discover pornography and gambling
domains, which is the research objective of this paper.

Generally, much of the existing research in pornography
and gambling domain discovery focuses on detection, where
the website (domain) is entered into the detection model.
Then, information about the website (e.g., text or images)
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is used to determine whether the domain is pornographic or
gambling. These detection methods are necessary to discover
pornographic and gambling domains. However, detection
methods cannot discover abusive domains earlier because
they can only detect the domains that are entered into the
models. In order to discover the abusive domains earlier,
we need to adopt a new perspective to start with.

Through our empirical analysis of many pornographic
and gambling domain names, we find that there are simi-
larities in the composition of these domain names. These
similar characteristics are mainly reflected in two aspects.
On the one hand, to facilitate abusive domain management
and memorization, cybercriminals register many domain
names with similar compositions, such as porn[0-9].com,
in bulk. On the other hand, many pornographic and gam-
bling domain names have no special meaning but are just
combinations of letters and digits. Because domains with
meaningful word combinations are expensive to register,
cybercriminals register many domain names with meaning-
less compositions in bulk to reduce the investment in mali-
cious attack activities (Section 2).

Therefore, in this paper, we develop a two-layer detec-
tion system for pornography and gambling domains using
fastText and CNN models (Section 3.1), which is able to
identify abusive domains quickly and accurately. Meanwhile,
using the compositional similarity features of many porno-
graphic and gambling domains, we combine the ideas of text
similarity and text generation and propose a novel abusive
domain generation model based on GRU to generate new
pornographic and gambling domains from existing ones
(Section 3.2 and Section 3.3). Finally, our detection system
identifies pornographic and gambling domains with 99%
precision while balancing correctness and speed. By input-
ting 40,000 random keywords into the abusive domain gen-
eration model, we obtained 130,220 online domains that
served web pages, of which about 66% were pornographic
or gambling domains (Section 4).

In short, we make the following contributions:

(i) We develop a two-layer detection system using
fastText and CNN models to identify pornographic
and gambling domains. The system is capable of
ensuring high detection efficiency while maintain-
ing a high detection accuracy rate for abusive
domain names. In addition, this method can
exclude websites that contain only pornographic
or gambling keywords in the text of the page

(ii) For the first time, using existing abusive domains,
we propose a novel approach to generate many
new and undiscovered abusive domains based on
domain composition similarity. This method
enables us to discover many pornographic and gam-
bling domains earlier so that they can be blocked
and handled in a timely manner

(iii) For the first time, we share a database (https://reurl
.cc/0p27db, accessed on 6 May 2022, access
password: nist@HIT) of manually labeled website

snapshots of abusive domains, containing 18,428
pornography domains and 15,578 gambling
domains. We hope that more security communities
and researchers can use these samples for research
on pornography and gambling domain detection
or generation

In summary, this paper aims to discover a large number
of pornographic and gambling domains as quickly, accu-
rately, and early as possible. This paper is intended for audi-
ences across Internet infrastructure, cybersecurity industries,
and researchers.

2. Background and Related Work

2.1. Background

2.1.1. Similarity in the Composition of Abusive Domains.
One of the fundamental assumptions of this study is that a
substantial number of abusive domain names share a com-
mon character composition, i.e., they follow the same com-
position rules. We provide some examples of domain
names with similar character compositions. As shown in
Figure 1, the four gaming domains display the exact same
web page content, and their domain name character compo-
sition rules conform to the rules zl ∗∗∗ .com. The same sit-
uation exists for pornographic domains, as shown in
Figure 2, which all conform to rule ∗∗∗∗ av.com.

In addition, we checked the domain name certificate of
the gambling domain lh1769.com, as shown in Figure 3,
and found 120 domain names with similar character compo-
sition to this gambling domain. Once again, it is proven that
pornography or gambling sites use a large number of
domain names with similar character composition. This case
not only facilitates distribution but also makes it easy for the
viewer to remember the domains of sites, and when a
domain name is not available to access the site, the viewer
uses a new domain name to access it.

By observing many abusive domain names of pornogra-
phy and gambling types, we found two main characteristics
of these abused domain names. First, they are mainly com-
posed of pure numbers or a mixture of numbers and letters
with no real meaning. Second, the similarity is primarily
shown by the fact that some characters (numbers or letters)
in the domain name stay the same, but many other charac-
ters in their next or previous positions change. Therefore,
we can design methods to discover abusive domain names
of similar composition as soon as possible using these
characteristics.

On the other hand, many pornography and gambling
domains consist of meaningless letters and numbers, as
described above. Figure 4 shows the frequency of letters and
digits at various positions in popular domains (Alexa top 1
million, http://s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/umbrella-static/
top-1m.csv.zip, accessed on 6May 2022) and abusive domains
(domain length less than 16). We can find that the frequency
of characters in abused domain names is different from popu-
lar domain names, especially a large number of numeric char-
acters that appear in pornography and gambling domain
names.
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In general, the similarity in character composition and
nonsense of many pornography and gambling domain
names provides a practical basis for generating new abusive
domain names.

2.1.2. Abusive Domains in Disguise. Pornography and gam-
bling websites have apparent textual features, such as many
keywords (https://github.com/mrcheng0910/reporting_
abusive_domains/blob/main/abusive_keywords.txt, accessed
on 6 May 2022) related to pornography or gambling. There-
fore, high detection accuracy can be achieved by designing a
text-based classifier. Yang et al. designed and implemented
an SVM-based classifier to achieve 99% accuracy in detect-
ing online gambling websites [1]. Therefore, we refer to
text-based related methods to filter gambling and porno-
graphic websites from the textual perspective.

On the other hand, miscreants from online underground
economies regularly exploit website vulnerabilities and inject
fraudulent content into web pages to promote illicit goods
and services. Adversaries often manage to inject content
stealthily by obfuscating the description of illegal products
and/or the presence of defacements to make them undetect-
able [9]. As shown in Figure 5, gambling-related keywords
are maliciously embedded in the title, description, and key-
word tags of the normal website, respectively. However, the
page displayed to the users in the browser is benign.

As a result, such sites are easily misclassified as abusive
domain names through text-based classifiers. In view of this
situation, this paper implements an image-based abusive
domain name detection tool in addition to developing a
text-based filter. The text-based filter is fast, consumes fewer
resources, and can filter out abusive domain names from a
large number of websites as quickly as possible. The
image-based classifier further detects the filtered abusive
domain names to improve the final detection accuracy. In
this paper, we use convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
to detect website snapshots to find pornographic or gam-
bling domains. We describe both methods in detail in Sec-
tion 3.1.

2.2. Related Work

2.2.1. Abusive Domain Detection. Srinivasan et al. [10] pres-
ent DeepURLDetect (DURLD), a method that extracts
features from character level embedding using hidden layers
in deep learning architectures and then uses a nonlinear acti-
vation function to predict the likelihood of the URL is mali-
cious or not. Lison et al. [11] established a model for
detecting domain generation algorithm (DGA) domains
using recurrent neural networks. This model was capable
of making predictions only based on domain names, without
the need for human participation or access to external

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1: Gambling domain names with similar character composition. (a) Domain zl459.com. (b) Domain zl468.com. (c) Domain
zl478.com. (d) Domain zl846.com.
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resources. Curtin et al. [12] provided a novel machine learn-
ing system built partially on recurrent neural network
(RNN) that is capable of classifying DGA-generated domain
names even from families traditionally understood as diffi-
cult. Xu et al. [13] proposed a novel n-gram combined

character-based domain classification (n-CBDC) model
using n-grams and a deep convolutional neural network.
This model operates end-to-end and does not require
manually extracted features or DNS context information; it
only requires the domain name itself as input and can

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2: Pornographic domain names with similar character composition. (a) Domain 7757av.com. (b) Domain 0004av.com. (c) Domain
0006av.com. (d) Domain 6687av.com.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Multiple abusive domain names share one certificate. (a) Domain lh1769.com. (b) List of domains that use the domain
lh1769.com’s certificate.
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automatically assess the probability that the domain name
was formed using DGAs. Bharathi et al. [14] proposed to
take a string of characters as the input given in the domain
names and classify them as either benign or malicious
domain names using deep learning architectures such as
Long-Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and bidirectional
LSTM. Ren et al. [15] applied a deep neural network model
with an attention mechanism (ATT-CNN-BiLSTM) for the
detection and classification of DGA domain names. The
main thought behind their ensemble model is that the valid-
ity of the context inherent in domains could contain suffi-
cient information with which to distinguish DGA domain
names, especially the wordlist-based ones. The majority of
traditional approaches focus on a particular feature of these
pornographic and gambling websites, which leaves out more

nuanced and problematic scenarios. Chen et al. [16] devel-
oped an automatic detection system for pornographic and
gambling websites based on visual and textual content using
a decision process to address this issue. Similarly, Zhao et al.
[17] proposed Porn2Vec, a robust end-to-end framework for
detecting pornographic websites using contrastive learning.
This framework, in particular, models pornographic
websites as a heterogeneous network composed of websites,
web pages, images, and text, as well as their interaction
relationships, and formalizes pornographic website identifi-
cation as a node classification problem on the graph. Addi-
tionally, the model employs a novel contrastive learning-
based heterogeneous graph embedding method to learn the
high-level representation of web pages by combining
image-based, text-based, and structure-based information
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Figure 5: Gambling-related keywords are maliciously embedded in the benign website.
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concurrently. Finally, the learned website characteristics are
sent into a neural network to train an automatic porno-
graphic website detection model.

2.2.2. Prediction or Generation Based on RNN. RNN is one of
the most promising tools for deep learning, which has been
applied to speech recognition, machine translation, music
generation, and text generation in a large number of
previous studies [18–24]. For the first time, we applied it
to domain name generation based on the idea of text
generation.

The RNN is the first algorithm that remembers its
input, due to an internal memory, which makes it
perfectly suited for machine learning problems that
involve sequential data. Therefore, many studies use
RNN for prediction or generation tasks. Wang et al. [18]
proposed a novel attention-based LSTM [25] model for
song iambic generation. Specifically, they encoded the
cue sentences by a bidirectional LSTM model and then
predicted the entire iambic with the information provided
by the encoder, in the form of an attention-based LSTM
that can regularize the generation process by the fine
structure of the input cues. Sturm et al. [19] applied the
LSTM model to music transcription modeling and compo-
sition. They built and trained the LSTM network using
approximately 23,000 music transcriptions expressed using
a high-level vocabulary (ABC notation) and then used
them to generate new transcriptions. For the purpose of
generating Chinese classic poetry, Luo et al. [21] intro-
duced a novel text steganography technique based on the
RNN encoder-decoder structure. They employed a key-
word to construct the first line of a quatrain and then gen-
erated the subsequent lines one by one using the LSTM
model. Additionally, they used a template-based generating
method and established a word-choosing strategy based on
inner-word mutual knowledge to combat poetry’s dramatic
decline in quality. Accurate and real-time traffic flow pre-
diction is important for traffic control. Fu et al. [22] used
LSTM and gated recurrent units (GRU) neural network
methods to predict short-term traffic flow. Unlike prior
template-based systems, Liu et al. [23] showed a system
for generating Chinese classical poetry dubbed Deep
Poetry that utilizes neural networks trained on over 200
thousand poems and 3 million pieces of ancient Chinese
prose. This technology can generate Chinese classical
poetry from plain text, images, or aesthetic notions. More
importantly, this method allows users to engage in the
process of composing poetry. Bartoli et al. [24] proposed
and assessed a system for automatically generating restau-
rant reviews suited to the desired rating and restaurant
category using LSTM. They trained the neural network
on a set of authentic restaurant reviews in order to pro-
duce text that appears to be a restaurant review.

To summarize, the numerous existing approaches for
detecting abusive domains listed above each rely on a single
type of feature, such as the domain character, the URL, tex-
tual, or visual features. In comparison to these single-feature
detection methods, hybrid feature-based methods perform
better and offer broader development prospects. Therefore,

this study combined the textual and visual features of the
website to detect gambling and pornographic domains.
Additionally, many of the different types of tasks (e.g., clas-
sical poetry and criticism) predicted or generated are carried
out using the RNN model and perform well. Therefore, we
generate new abusive domain names based on the RNN
model.

In particular, because the purpose of the research
described in this paper is to generate or predict new abusive
domain names based on existing abusive domain names, the
accuracy of detecting abusive domain names should be high
enough. In addition, considering the significant resource and
time consumption of image-based detection, therefore, we
first filter out many suspected gambling and pornographic
domains with a text-based detection method and then use
an image-based approach for further verification. In this
way, the accuracy and efficiency of domain name abuse
detection meet the requirements.

3. Methodology

In this section, we design methods for generating more new
abusive domains based on the abusive domain samples that
have been acquired, as shown in Figure 6. Thus, our method
consists of three major stages: acquiring abusive domain
name samples; clustering abusive domain names based on
similar composition rules; generating new abusive domain
names based on these clusters.

3.1. Obtaining Abusive Domains. As shown in Figure 6, the
work in this stage is mainly to build a database of abusive
domains for generating new abusive domain names. This
stage contains three main tasks: one is to obtain the web
content of a large number of domain names, including
HTML source code and snapshots; two is to detect porno-
graphic and gambling domains based on HTML source code
and snapshots, respectively; three is to discover more abu-
sive domain names based on the certificate features of por-
nographic and gambling websites.

3.1.1. Crawling Web Content. First, we downloaded over 260
million domain names from Domain Monitor [26]. These
domains come from 1500 zones, which indicates that these
domains have DNS records. Second, we developed two types
of web crawlers to crawl web content.

(i) Requests-based web crawler. This crawler uses the
Python-requests [27] package to crawl the HTML
source code of domains. Then, we extract the title,
keywords, and description tags from the source code.
This text information is used to determine if the
domain name is pornographic or gambling

(ii) Selenium-based web crawler. This crawler uses the
Selenium webdriver [28] to get the snapshots of the
specific domains. We use these snapshots to detect
pornographic and gambling domains. Compared to
fetching web page source code, fetching web page
snapshots is slower and consumes more computing
resources
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We need to emphasize two points. On the one hand, in
order to get as many websites with the same composition
rules as possible, we get their web content in order based
on the initial order of the domain names. On the other hand,
we only need to obtain the web content of a small number of
domains out of 260 million domains to meet our needs.

3.1.2. Detecting Abusive Domains Based on fastText. As
introduced in Section 2, many previous studies detected
the web page source codes of domains to determine whether
they are pornographic or gambling. Also, both acquiring
web page source code and abusive domain detection based
on text are faster than acquiring web page snapshots and
abuse detection based on the images. Therefore, text-based
detection is the optimal solution when a large number of
domains need to be detected while ensuring high efficiency
and accuracy.

The fastText [29] is a natural language processing (NLP)
library generally used for text representations and classifica-
tion. The fastText does not need to rely on feature engineer-
ing like machine learning models for classification, and the
classification effect does not depend on the selection of effec-
tive features. At the same time, although text classification
based on deep learning can achieve good results and does
not require feature engineering, the training speed is slow
and the training conditions are high, so it cannot be used
in large-scale text classification tasks. Therefore, the fastText
model is widely used in text-based classification tasks
because of its fast speed and good effect. Finally, this paper
builds an abusive domain classifier with fastText based on
HTML source codes. The process of detecting pornography
and gambling domain names based on text is shown in
Figure 7.

(1) Training and test sets. The training and test sets con-
tain text samples that have been labeled as abusive or
benign types. The text comes from the requests-
based web crawler that gets the HTML source code
of a large number of domains and extracts the key
HTML tags content, i.e., title, description, and key-

words. On the one hand, we obtain the source code
of websites with a high traffic ranking in China from
Alexa [30], and these text messages are labeled as
benign. On the other hand, we obtain the source
code of the web pages of the domains provided by
Domain Monitor introduced above and filter out
the text content matching pornographic and gam-
bling keywords. These keywords (shared in GitHub
[31]) are the more frequent Chinese words in por-
nography and gambling websites that we collected
manually in the early stages, such as 做爱 (sex), 成
人电影 (adult movies), and 澳门娱乐场 (Macau
casinos). In addition, for the initially obtained
benign and abusive texts, we manually filtered them
again to ensure that the texts were indeed porno-
graphic or gambling. In the end, we get a total of
31,667 benign and 177,963 abusive texts as training
and test sets, which we will describe in detail in Sec-
tion 4.1

(2) Text preprocessing. The task of text preprocessing
for our dataset takes a few steps to convert the data
into a convenient form that we can feed into the fas-
tText classifier. First, since Chinese sentences are not
separated by spaces like English sentences, we use
the open-source tool Jieba [32] to split Chinese sen-
tences into words. Jieba Chinese text segmentation is
the best Python Chinese word segmentation module,
and a lot of research relies on its excellent results. For
example, the pornographic Chinese text “亚洲成人
片不卡无码，天看片免费高清观看，国内自拍视频
在线” (watch Asian adult movies and selfie porn
videos for free every day) is divided into “亚洲
(Asian) 成人片 (adult videos) 不卡 (fluency) 无码
(codeless) 天天 (every day) 看片 (AV) 免费 (free)
高清 (high definition)观看 (watch)国内 (domestic)
自拍 (selfie) 视频 (videos) 在线 (online).” Second,
in this step, we remove the repeated words after the
sentence is divided. Also, remove meaningless words
or symbols from the set of words, including stop
words and special symbols, like #, ∗, and &, etc.

III. Generating abusive domains

II. Domain clustering
composition-based

 I. Obtaining abusive domains

Detecting abusive
domains

Fast text-based

CNN-based

Domain name
database

Abusive domain
database

Domain clustering

K-means

Domain encoding

Generating domainsNew
domainsNew abusive

domains

Checking
domains

Discovering abusive
domains by certificate

Clusters

Cluster 1

Cluster N

........

Keywords

Crawling web

Domain decoding

GRU-based

Figure 6: The process of generating new abusive domain names based on GRU-RNN.
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Finally, the fastText requires the labeling of each line
in the database to be in a particular format like this:
“__label__<label_name> <text>.” For example, for
pornographic text, it is “__label__ abusive 亚洲成
人片不卡无码天天看片免费高清观看国内自拍视
频在线.” Another example, of benign text, is
“__label__benign 百度一下，你就知道.”

(3) FastText-based classifier training and classification.
Text classification mainly uses a classifier to label
the text of an unknown category, so the most impor-
tant part of classification is the selection of the
classification algorithm. The classification task pro-
posed in this paper uses the fastText library by Face-
book. Since the method needs the classification of
texts with our prelabeled dataset, we used the super-
vised technique for text classification

Overall, the detection model we built based on fastText
can detect a large number of domains containing porno-
graphic and gambling texts. The detection model has the
advantages of high accuracy, low resource consumption,
and high efficiency, as detailed in Section 4.1.

3.1.3. Detecting Abusive Domains Based on CNN. As
explained in Section 2.1.2, while some of the site’s HTML
information (title, description, and keywords) are related to
pornography or gambling, the actual content presented on
the site does not. As a result, we need to conduct additional
research to determine whether the website is abusive. This
section investigates the algorithm for detecting abusive
domain names based on web page snapshots. Most porno-
graphic or gambling websites have significantly different
front-end design styles from benign websites. Therefore, fea-
tures of both pages are automatically extracted by CNN,
which are used to detect whether a domain name is being
abused or not.

Abusive domain name detection based on web snapshots
can be tried as an image binary classification problem, i.e.,
domain name snapshots are classified into benign and abu-
sive results. In this paper, CNN is used to train the image

recognition model, and the schematic diagram of the convo-
lutional neural network structure is shown in Figure 8.

We input the web page snapshot into the convolutional
neural network after it has been converted into an RGB 3D
tensor of size 1600∗1000∗3. ReLU is applied nonlinearly to
the output of the convolutional layer and the penultimate
fully connected layer. The last fully connected layer uses a
Sigmoid function to map the output to between 0 and 1 to
obtain the probability that the input snapshot is legal for
binary classification. In the training of the model, the loss
function is a binary cross-entropy loss function, as shown
in Equation (1).

Loss = −∑n
i=0 yi log f i xið Þð Þð Þ + 1 − yið Þ log 1 − f i xið Þð Þ

n
,

ð1Þ

where n denotes the total number of output nodes, yi is the
real label corresponding to the ith category, and f iðxÞ is the
output value of the corresponding model.

Due to the large resolution of the input images, we
increase the depth and width of the network in order to
allow the neural network to extract its deep abstract features,
reduce the number of parameters, and improve the classifi-
cation accuracy. That is, the convolutional kernel width is
3 for each convolutional layer, and the convolutional kernel
width is 2 for the pooling layer.

In order to improve the detection efficiency and accuracy
of detecting pornographic and gambling domains, we com-
bine two methods based on text filtering and image-based
detection. That is, we first get a large number of suspected
pornography and gambling websites by text-based filtering
methods, then get snapshots of these websites, and finally
detect whether these websites are really pornography and
gambling websites by image-based methods.

3.1.4. Discovering Abusive Domains by Certificate. As
described in Section 2.1.1, many abusive domains’ certifi-
cates contain other abusive domains with a fairly similar
character composition that can share these certificates. As
a result, we developed tools to extract abusive domains from
the certificates. Additionally, we extracted the primary
domain name portion of the fully qualified domain names
(FQDNs). For instance, for the domain https://www
.abusive-domain.com, abusive-domain.com is the portion
on which we concentrate our efforts. This enables us to
acquire the maximum number of domain name composition
rules feasible.

3.2. Domain Clustering Based on Composition. As described
above, there are character compositional similarities
between the different domain names in the set of abusive
domain names. In other words, there are many different
malicious domain names, but they come from various forms
of character composition. In order to distinguish the abusive
domain names belonging to different composition forms, we
first cluster the abusive domain names based on the compo-
sition similarity of domain characters in order to provide
training data for the domain name generation model.

TestingTraining

Text
pre-processing

Fast text-based
classifier training

Training set

Classifier

Test set

Text
pre-processing

Abusive domain
classification

Figure 7: The process of detecting pornography and gambling
domains based on fastText.
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3.2.1. Domain Encoding and Decoding. In order to achieve
similar domain name clustering and interconversion with
neural network acceptable input and output forms, encoding
and decoding rules for domain names are constructed based
on domain name composition features.

(i) Domain Encoding. Domain names are formed by the
rules and procedures of the Domain Name System
(DNS). The first-level set of domain names is the
top-level domains (TLDs), including the generic
top-level domains (gTLDs), such as .COM, .ORG,
and .NET, and the country code top-level domains
(ccTLDs). Below these top-level domains in the
DNS hierarchy are the second-level and third-level
domains (2LD and 3LD) that are typically open for
reservation by end-users who wish to connect local
area networks to the Internet, creating another
publicly accessible Internet resource, or run websites.
For example, for the domain name http://google
.com, the top-level domain is .COM and the
second-level domain is Google. We divide the
domain name into two parts, i.e., 2LD.TLD, and
encode the top-level domain and the second-level
domain of the domain name, respectively. The
second-level domains are all composed of letters a-
z, numbers 0-9, and the ligature “-,” while the top-
level domains as a whole act as a specific unit due
to their nondetachable nature. Therefore, we num-
ber all top-level domains and individual characters
in the abusive domain dataset to form a domain-
numbered dictionary. When encoding a domain
name, first, we convert all characters and top-level
domains in the domain name to their corresponding
numbers, forming a domain-numbering vector of
variable length. Then, the domain number vector is
filled to the specified length with null characters to
obtain a domain number vector of definite length
composed of numbers.

(ii) Domain Decoding. Domain name decoding is the
process of converting the domain name number
vector output from the neural network into a
domain name character vector. The domain name
is obtained by looking up the corresponding charac-
ters and top-level domain names according to the
character numbers in the domain character dictio-
nary, obtaining a domain name character vector of

definite length, and then removing the trailing null
characters

3.2.2. Abusive Domains Clustering. In this paper, we use the
K-means algorithm [33] to cluster domain names and divide
the abusive domain names with similar character composi-
tions into the same cluster set. The basic idea of the K
-means algorithm is as follows.

(i) K domain feature vectors are selected from the
dataset as the clustering centers

(ii) For each other domain feature vector, calculate its
Euclidean distance [34] from all the cluster centers
and assign it to the cluster center with the closest
distance

(iii) Update the cluster centers of all cluster sets to the
mean value of all domain feature vectors in the clus-
ter set and calculate the squared distance sum JðCÞ
(as shown in Equation (2)) values of all samples to
their category cluster centers

(iv) Finally, determine whether the clustering center and
JðCÞ value have changed; if they have, return to the
second step to continue the iteration, and vice versa,
end the algorithm

J Cð Þ = 〠
K

k=1
〠
n

i=1
dki xi − ykk k2,

where dki =
1, if xi ∈ ck
0, if xi ∉ ck

(
,

ð2Þ

where C is the set of clusters, K is the number of clusters, n is
the number of sample data, xi is the data point, and yk
denotes the cluster center of the kth cluster set. Finally, we
aggregate the abusive domain names with similar character
compositions into K clusters. After that, new abusive
domain names are generated based on each cluster.

3.3. Generating New Abusive Domains. The new abusive
domain name generation problem can be viewed as a char-
acter sequence prediction problem. As described in Section
2.2, LSTM is a special kind of recurrent neural network that
has been successful in dealing with machine translation and
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Figure 8: The process of identifying abusive website snapshots using convolutional neural networks.
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sequence problems. However, the algorithm is slow to con-
verge because of its large number of parameters. Therefore,
in this paper, GRU is used to build the neural network,
which works on the same principle as the LSTM layer but
with computational simplifications making the operation
less expensive, while the difference in model performance
is not significant.

3.3.1. Generating Domains Based on GRU

(1) Building Generation Model

The schematic diagram of the structure of the GRU-
based malicious domain name generation neural network
is shown in Figure 9.

The first embedding layer accepts an integer domain
number vector of definite length as input and will output a
meaningful embedding vector of definite length. Each com-
ponent of the vector consists of floating-point numbers,
which can describe the relationship between the characters
of the domain name in a specific way. The second layer of
the GRU layer accepts the feature vector input of the previ-
ous layer and outputs the information of the character of the
domain name at the next moment. The third layer of the
fully connected layer acts as a classifier, which converts the
input of the second layer into a vector of the size of the
domain-numbered dictionary and outputs it. Finally, the
output vector of the third layer is converted into a logarith-
mic probability distribution by LogSoftMax and output.

The steps of generating a batch of domain name vectors
based on the GRU-based malicious domain name generation
neural network are as follows:

(1) First calling the pseudo-random generator to select a
batch of first character numbers from the number set
corresponding to the set of letters and numbers and
forming the corresponding domain number vector,
that is, a tensor of 1∗batch-size, and input to the
embedding layer, where batch-size is customized by
the user during the generation process

(2) The embedding layer converts each input character
number into an embedding-dim dimensional
embedding vector to obtain the embedding feature
in the shape of 1∗batch-size∗embedding-dim and
outputs it to the GRU layer. During this experiment,
embedding-dim is 128

(3) The GRU layer converts the input of embedding fea-
tures into a tensor in the shape of 1∗batch-size∗
hidden-dim, which contains the information to pre-
dict the character number of the next batch, and
inputs it to the fully connected layer. Hidden-dim
is the size of the hidden layer of the GRU layer. Dur-
ing the experiment, hidden-dim is 256

(4) The fully connected layer converts the input tensor
into a tensor in the shape of batch-size∗char-count
and outputs it. LogSoftMax converts each line to a
probability distribution of the next character number
to be generated, where char-count is the size of the

domain-numbered dictionary. During this experi-
ment, char-count is 627

(5) For each row, the character number with the highest
probability is selected as the number of the next
batch of characters generated. The character number
of the next batch is used as the new input to the neu-
ral network

(6) Repeat steps (2) to (5) until the length of the domain
name reaches the maximum length or the generated
character number belongs to the top-level domain
character numbers, then stop generating. The initial
input character number and the domain name num-
ber generated in each step form a domain name
number vector in the generation order. The domain
name number vector is decoded into the corre-
sponding domain name characters to obtain a batch
of generated domain name vectors

(2) Training Generation Model

The steps of training GRU-based malicious domain
name generation neural networks are as follows:

(1) Read model configuration information and related
parameters

(2) Based on the clustering results, all the original
domain name data in one of the categories that have
not yet participated in model training are read as the
model training dataset

(3) The original domain name data is encoded and con-
verted into a domain name number vector, and the
length of the domain name number vector is filled

Embeddings

GRU

Dense

LogSoftMax

Random_seed

New_domains

Figure 9: The structure of the GRU-based malicious domain name
generation neural network.
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to max-length. During this experiment, max-length
is 50

(4) Configure the Adam optimizer to adapt to gradient
changes to adjust different learning rates according
to parameter changes

(5) Get a batch of training data shaped as max-length∗
batch-size

(6) Each column of training data is a domain name
number vector. The first element to the max-
length-1 element of each domain name number vec-
tor is combined into an input domain vector named
input-vector. A batch of input-vector is combined
into a tensor in the shape of (max-length-1) ∗
batch-size. The second element to the max-length
element of each domain name number vector is
combined into a target vector named target-vector,
and a batch of target-vector is combined into a target
tensor in the shape of (max-length-1) ∗ batch-size

(7) The model is learned and fitted on the input tensor
and the target tensor. The loss value between the
prediction result of the model under the input tensor
and the target tensor is calculated using cross-
entropy as the loss function. The trainable parame-
ters are updated by backpropagation. The network
parameters are updated by the optimizer

(8) Repeat steps (5) to (7) until the maximum number of
iterations is reached or the network loss value stabi-
lizes, and save the network parameters when the loss
value is below the set threshold during the training
process

(9) Repeat steps (2) to (8) until the original domain
name data of all categories in the clustering results
are used as the model training dataset to participate
in the neural network training

3.3.2. Checking Domains. In this step, we first check if the
generated domains are configured with IP addresses. For
domains with configured IP addresses, we then try to obtain
the web content of these domains. Finally, using the method,
we devised (described in Section 3.1) to detect whether these
domains are abusive or not.

3.4. Evaluation Metrics. In this paper, we use standard accu-
racy (Acc, Equation (3)), precision (P, Equation (4)), recall
(R, Equation (5)), and F1-score (F1, Equation (6)) as the
classification evaluation metrics to evaluate the performance
of abusive domain name detection. The specific formulas are
as follows:

Acc = TP + TN
TP + FP + TN + FN

, ð3Þ

P = TP
TP + FP

, ð4Þ

R = TP
TP + FN

, ð5Þ

F1 = 2 ∗ P ∗ R
P + R

, ð6Þ

where TP is true positives, TN is true negatives, FN is false
negatives, and FP is false positives, respectively. We define
the abusive domain names as positive and the benign ones
as negative.

As we described above, pornographic and gambling
domains detected using the fastText-based classifier are
again detected using the CNN-based classifier. Therefore,
we use Equation (7) to evaluate its joint precision (Pjoint).

Pjoint = 1 − 1 − Ptextð Þ ∗ 1 − Pimage
� �

, ð7Þ

where Ptext denotes the precision of detecting abusive
domains based on text, and Pimage denotes the precision of
detecting abusive domains based on the image.

4. Experimental Results

In this section, we mainly show the abusive domain detec-
tion performance and the results of the generated abusive
domains.

4.1. Abusive Domain Database

4.1.1. Performance of fastText-Based Detection. In order to
evaluate the performance of the fastText-based detection
models, we used a 10-fold cross-validation strategy over
the dataset. First, the dataset is split into 10 folds, then the
seven folds are trained, and the remaining one is used for
testing. This process is repeated ten times. Finally, all the
metrics on the validation folds are averaged and a better esti-
mate of the performance is achieved. Based on the method
introduced in Section 3.1, we obtained the text information
of benign and abusive domain names as shown in Table 1.

We trained and tested the model on Apple’s Mac mini
M1 version (8 CPU cores and 16GB RAM). Under our nor-
mal conditions of using the device, such as opening the
browser, PyCharm software, the model training took only
4.3 seconds. In addition, the model took only 1.2 seconds
to complete the classification of 62,751 domain names. The
values of P, R, F1, and Acc of the model in detecting abusive
domain names are 0.98, 0.97, 0.98, and 0.96, respectively.
Thus, the abusive domain name detection model base on
fastText we built has very good performance with high effi-
ciency and low resource consumption.

4.1.2. Performance of CNN-Based Detection. Based on text
detection of pornography and gambling domains, we filtered
out a large number of pornography and gambling websites.
We used the selenium-based crawler to obtain a total of
37,266 web snapshots of pornography and gambling
domains. In addition, we obtained 27,132 web snapshots of
domains provided by Alexa as benign samples. In the exper-
iment, this paper divides the original domain snapshots into
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training set, validation set, and test set according to the
7 : 1 : 2. The dataset division is shown in Table 2.

The GPU graphics card used in this experiment is the
Quadro GV100 with 32GB of video memory. TensorFlow
(https://www.tensorflow.org, accessed on 6 May 2022), Mat-
plotlib, Keras (https://keras.io, accessed on 6 May 2022), and
other services are configured in the operating system (OS)
system Ubuntu 20.04.3LTS environment. In this paper, the
GPU-accelerated convolutional neural network was built
with the Keras framework as the core. The evaluation met-
rics of model classification include training accuracy, train-
ing loss, validation accuracy, and validation loss, where
validation accuracy and loss are used to determine whether
the model is overfitted during the training iteration and to
evaluate the generalization ability of the model. The training
accuracy and loss values are used to evaluate the model’s
performance on the training set. The variation of the classi-
fication accuracy and loss values of the convolutional neural
network with the number of training epochs during the
model training are shown in Figure 10.

As shown in Figure 10, the model’s classification accu-
racy went from 64% to 92% after 26 epochs of training.
The accuracy increases rapidly in the first 10 epochs, fluctu-
ates slightly between 11 and 26 rounds, and starts to grow
slowly after 26 epochs. This indicates that the training of
the model has converged. The trend of the model training
loss value in Figure 10 is basically opposite to the trend of
the model training accuracy. The loss value of the model
decreases from 6.6 to 2.6 after 26 epochs of training. The loss
value of the model starts to fluctuate after 26 and basically
tends to be constant.

The variation of the validation classification accuracy
and the validation loss value of the convolutional neural net-
work with rounds during the model training are shown in
Figure 11.

The accuracy and loss trends in Figure 11 are generally
consistent with Figure 10. The validation accuracy values
in Figure 11 start to fluctuate when the rounds reach 26,
indicating that the fit has converged. After 26 epochs of
training, the final accuracy increases from 0.77 to 0.91. The
validation loss value tends to level off after 26 epochs of
training, with only a slight vibration, which indicates the
strong generalization ability and high accuracy of the model.

Finally, the experimental results show that the model
built in this paper has an accuracy of 0.95 on the training
set, 0.90 on the validation set, and 0.91 on the test set. Based
on the test set, the model’s values of P, R, and F1 in detecting
abusive domain names are 0.92, 0.93, and 0.92, respectively.

Furthermore, as we introduced in the above section, we
use CNN-based identification in the set of pornographic or

gambling domains discovered by the fastText-based model.
That is, we use the built CNN-based model to filter out
benign domains that are misclassified as gambling or por-
nography from the set of abusive domains in this step. After
evaluation, the CNN-based model achieves an accuracy
value of 0.98 in detecting benign domains in this abusive
domain set. Based on Equation (7), the joint model built in
this paper achieves an accuracy (Pjoint) of 0.99 in detecting
pornographic and gambling domains.

4.2. Generating New Abusive Domains

4.2.1. Domain Clustering. When using the K-means algo-
rithm to cluster domain names that are similar in composi-
tion, the first step is how to determine the appropriate K
value. The elbow method [35] is proposed to explain and
verify the consistency of clustering analysis to assist in the
determination of the optimal number of clusters in the data-
set. The core idea of the elbow method is that if the value of
K is much smaller than the optimal number of clusters, as
the value of K increases, which will greatly increase the
degree of aggregation of each cluster, so the value of JðCÞ
will decrease sharply. When the value of K increases close
to the optimal number of clusters, the decrease of the JðCÞ
value slows down as the value of K increases. And when
the value of K reaches the optimal number of clusters, con-
tinuing to increase the value of K will cause JðCÞ to level off.
Therefore, JðCÞ decreases sharply and then flattens out as
the K value increases, and the optimal K value is the K value
at the inflection point.

Therefore, we determine the correct number of clusters
according to the elbow method. Its calculation formula is
shown in Equation (2). We selected different K values to
cluster the abusive domain name dataset while calculating
the JðCÞ values, as shown in Figure 12. It can be seen that
when the curve has an inflection point at K =5 or 6.

The silhouette coefficient or silhouette score [36] is a
metric used to calculate the goodness of a clustering tech-
nique. The silhouette score ranges from -1 to 1. The negative
value indicates that the sample is assigned to the wrong set
of clusters, and the assignment is not satisfactory. When
the value is positive, the larger the value, the smaller the dis-
tance between samples of the same category, and the larger
between samples of different categories, the better the clus-
tering effect. The expression of the sample silhouette coeffi-
cient s is shown in Equation (8).

s = b − a
max a, bð Þ : ð8Þ

Table 1: The summary of the training and test datasets for
fastText-based detection.

Category Training Test

Abusive domains 124,686 53,277

Benign domains 22,193 9,474

Total 146,879 62,751

Table 2: The summary of the training, verification, and test
datasets for CNN-based detection.

Category Training Verification Test

Abusive domains 26,085 3,725 7,456

Benign domains 18,992 2,713 5,427

Total 45,077 6,438 12,883
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Figure 10: The accuracy and loss of model classification with epochs during model training.
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Figure 11: The accuracy and loss of model classification with epochs during model testing.
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In Equation (8), a is the average distance between the
sample and other samples in the same cluster, and b is the
minimum average distance between the sample and not in
the same cluster samples.

The silhouette coefficient S of the sample set is the aver-
age of the silhouette coefficients of all samples, and its
expression is as in Equation (9).

S = ∑n
i=1si
n

, ð9Þ

where n is the total number of samples, and si is the value of
the ith sample silhouette coefficient.

Finally, the values of the silhouette coefficients of the
sample set are 0.866 and 0.831 when K =5 and 6, respec-
tively. When K=5 indicates that the clustering effect is rela-
tively satisfactory, the abusive domains within the uniform
cluster sets are more similar. As a result, we divided the abu-
sive domain names into five categories separately to generate
new abusive domain names.

4.2.2. Generating Domain Names. The goal of abusive
domain name generation is to generate domains that are as
online (with web content) and as abusive as possible. We
measure the performance of the generation model in terms
of two metrics: the online rate of generating domain names
(OG, as shown in Equation (10)) and the generation rate
of abusive domain names (GA, as shown in Equation (11)).

OG = OGD
GD

, ð10Þ

GA = AOD
OGD

: ð11Þ

OG indicates the percentage of domains with web content
to these generating domains. GA indicates the percentage of
online domains that are pornographic or gambling domains.
GD refers to the total number of generated domains. OGD
refers to the number of online generated domains. AOD is
the number of online domains that are abusive.

The neural network in the domain name generation
model is built based on PyTorch (https://pytorch.org,
accessed on 6 May 2022), and the model is configured and
generated as described in Section 3.3. During the training
process, the neural network weight parameters with model
loss values below 0.3 are saved. In addition, for the abusive
domains that have been divided into 5 clusters, 10 neural
network weights are saved under each cluster, i.e., we end
up with a total of 50 neural network weights.

Then, the keywords that compose the domain names are
fed to the trained neural network model, and the model can
generate the domain names with the maximum probability
of abuse based on those keywords. Therefore, based on the
configuration of the domain name generation model, 50
domain names can be generated for each keyword (or called
batch), and the same batch does not contain the same
domain name.

In the experiments, we determine the length of input
keywords based on the length of the domainâ€™s second-
level domain (e.g., the domain http://google.com, whose
second-level domain is Google). As shown in Figure 13,
which shows the distribution of the second-level domain
length of benign and abusive domains we collected, it can
be seen that more than 95% of the domains have a second-
level domain length of less than 15. Therefore, we input
40,000 random strings (batches) (26 letters and ten digits)
with a length less than 15 into the domain generation model.
Finally, we got a total of 964,112 new domain names.

We use the requests-based crawler (introduced in Sec-
tion 3.1) to crawl the web content of the domains in order
to check whether the generated domains are online or not.
The percentage of online domains in each batch of 50 gener-
ated domains is shown in Figure 14. We can discover that
the average OG value is about 0.14, i.e., about 130,220 of
the generated 1 million domains are with web content. In
addition, the maximum and minimum values of OG for
the batches of generated domains are 0.68 and 0.06, respec-
tively. We can also find from the cumulative graph that the
OG for each batch is concentrated between 0.06 and 0.3.
This indicates that the number of online domains is related
to the keywords entered into the generation model. By
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selecting appropriate keywords, the number of online
domains can be enhanced.

Next, we analyze how many of the generated online
domains are malicious. Figure 15 shows the distribution of
the percentage of generated online domains with porno-
graphic or gambling websites in each batch. The average G
A value was 0.53 on March 23, 2022, which means that
about 70,318 domains were pornographic or gambling.
Thus, this suggests that the domain name generation model
we built can discover a large number of new pornographic
and gambling domains in order to expand the list of abusive
domains.

In addition, during our detection of all newly gener-
ated domains for more than one month, we found that
more and more new domain names were gradually com-
ing online, and most of the online domains were porno-
graphic or gambling domains, as shown in Figure 16.
The OG value of generated new domains improved from
0.14 to 0.18, i.e., about 48,205 domains came online in a
month. And the percentage of new online domains that
are abusive increased from 0.54 to 0.78, which indicates
that a large number of pornographic or gambling domains
came online over time and then spread malicious informa-
tion. The experiments show that the domain generation
model used in this paper can find a lot of pornographic
and gambling domains in advance.

To summarize, we entered 40,000 keywords into the
domain generation model and generated a total of 964,112
unique domain names. Eighteen percent of these domains
(177,217 domains) serve web pages, with 127,596 domains
serving pornographic or gambling sites. It turns out that
with this domain name generation model, we can get a lot
of new pornographic and gambling domain names with
the same composition as the old domains.

5. Conclusion

The first step in blocking and dealing with pornographic and
gambling domains is to discover them. The more quickly,
precisely, and early these abusive domains are handled, the
more harm they cause to people, particularly children and
minors, can be mitigated. In this paper, we developed a
two-layer detection system to quickly and precisely detect
pornography and gambling domains using fastText and
CNN models. In particular, in order to discover more abu-
sive domains earlier, we proposed a domain generation
model based on GRU for rapidly generating new abusive
domain names from known ones. The experimental results
demonstrate that our domain name detection and genera-
tion model is capable of discovering a large number of por-
nographic and gambling domains.

Moreover, it should be noted that the number of new
gambling and pornographic domains that can be generated
is more related to the sample of already existing porno-
graphic and gambling domains. The larger the number of
domains in the sample, and the more domains with similar
character composition, the better the generated domains.
Therefore, the limitation of this paper mainly comes from
the number and quality of the sample domain names.

In the future, first, we should detect DGA domains using
the idea of text-based generation and find domains gener-
ated using the same algorithm. Second, we should study
the relationship between different keywords (length and
composition) and the generated domain names that are
more likely to be abusive. Finally, we would like to apply
the detection techniques of this paper for pornography and
gambling domains to discover phishing attack activities.
Also, we would like to discover potential attacks by generat-
ing domain names that are similar to the target domain (e.g.,
http://google.com).
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